BLUEBOARD
1. POLL OTHER SOs AND ACs ON TOPICS
2. CROSS-OWNERSHIP REGISTRARS-REGISTRIES
3. UDRP - BASELINE GUIDELINES FOR NEW UDRP PROVIDERS, MINIMUM ACCREDITATION CRITERIA
4. PROXY REGISTRATION SERVICES, AS A SEPARATE ISSUE FROM WHOIS – BENEFIT/HARM TO PUBLIC INTEREST, COMPLIANCE,
5. RAA REVIEW COMMENTS, SHORT TERM ISSUE
6. WAREHOUSING OF DOMAIN NAMES CF RAA PROVISIONS + USE OF “BACKRUNNING”
7. “UNIFORM ACCEPTABLE USE POLICY” + SWATH OF OTHER POLICIES + SUSPENSION AND DUE PROCESS OF LAW
8. COMMUNICATIONS WITH OTHER PARTS OF ICANN, ESP CCNSO – MORE FORMAL ABILITY TO CALL FOR COOPERATIVE EFFORTS
9. UDRP DECISIONS REVIEW TO SEEK COMMON STANDARDS TO INCREASE CONSISTENCY AND PREDICTABILITY
10. UDRP REVIEW FROM AN INDIVIDUAL REGISTRANTS PERSPECTIVE, UDRP PUBLIC DEFENDER
11. REGISTRY FAILOVER IN A NEW GTLD ENVIRONMENT
12. WHOIS PROTOCOL, DIRECTORY SERVICE SSAC STUDY, CRISP, IDN
13. DNSSEC, INDUSTRY READINESS
SUBDOMAIN REGISTRARS/REGISTRANTS APWG FOUND 18% OF PHISHING ATTACKS FROM SUCH DOMAINS
14. REGISTRAR IMPERSONATION/PHISHING CHECK PREVIOUS EXERCISE 4YRS AGO, PLUS WHOIS EXERCISE
15. MINIMUM QUALIFICATION TRESHOLDS FOR REGISTRARS AND TRANSFERS OF ACCREDITATION + WAREHOUSING OF REGISTRARS + SAME FOR REGISTRIES
16. REVIEW RSEP PROCEDURE IN PRACTICE
17. REVIEW NEW GTLD IN PRACTICE
18. IMPLEMENTATION OF REDEMPTION GRACE PERIOD
19. TRAVEL POLICY + MEETINGS
20. REVIEW OF CONTRACTUAL STRUCTURE
21. GNSO REVIEW OF HOW ICANN CONDUCTS ITS BUSINESS AND HANDLES POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS ETC
22. WHAT ARE ICANN’S PERFORMANCE MEASURES AND HOW SHOULD THEY BE VALUED, E.G. TIMEFRAMES FOR IMPLEMENTATION